Building your own knitting dolly combines tinkering and hand crafts!

Materials
• Toilet paper tube
• Masking tape
  • Any tape should work, but masking tape or duct tape works best
• Four sticks
  • You can use popsicle sticks, tongue depressors, pencils, or metal straws. You want to make sure that these sticks are sturdy and don’t bend easily
• Yarn

Instructions
1. Take your toilet paper tube, and tape the four sticks to the inside of the tube
  • To personalize your dolly, you can color it on the outside, add stickers, washi tape, anything!
2. Drop a portion of the string down the inside of the tube to make a tail

3. Wrap the working yarn around the four sticks, two times

4. Take the bottom yarn that was wrapped around the stick and lift it above the top string and off the stick. Repeat this on the remaining sticks.

5. Gently tug on the tail to tighten the stitch, then repeat until you're finished with your creation.

6. Once your work has gotten to the length you want, cast off, tie the ends off, trim any extra yarn off, and you're done!

Now you have a bracelet, a necklace, or a scarf for your dog!